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AN AIRBORNE FLAME PHOTOMETER AND ITS USE IN THE SCANNING 
OF MARINE ATMOSPHERES FOR SEA-SALT PARTICLES 

By A. H. Woodcock and A. T. Spencer 

WVxxii Hoi« Oceanographic Inatitution1 

(Original manuncript receivixi 25 January 1957; rtvi»e4 manuixript received 22 March 1957) 

ABSTRACT 

An airborne flan« photometer (or the identification of Urge »odium-bearing aeroooli from aircraft i« 
briefly dMCr&wi. Thit in^lniment in 3 modifted f'>rm of « lalx»ratory device which ha» l)««n used to count 
»odium panicle«. A rough calibration of the flame photon,tter, in term« of the total amount» of »ea-»aU in 
marine »if, i» dinuwed. Preliminary obnervatiom in trade-wiiuf area« are given and an interesting concen- 
tration of Mxliura in cumulu« cloud« i« indicated. 

1. Introduction 

Evidence of the aMOcialion of bubble« in the »ea 
with iea-«alt nuclei in the air and of the connection 
between these nuclei and »alts in solution in rain 
waters [see reference« 1, 3, 16, 18 and 20] has direc- 
ted our attention to problem» requiring more knowl- 
edge of the quantities of these nuclei in the atmos- 
phere. In some of these probleniM an instrument was 
required which woulu make possible a rapid scanning 
from aircraft of the distribution of salt of certain 
particle-size ranges in the lower layers of ni.krine 
atmospheres. In these air layer« and in the clouds 
wlii'h arc often found in them, the difference in the 
hotizontai and vertic.il distribution of the weight of 
sea-salt per mit volume of air commonly amounts to 
iKVtnl «>Td«T« of magnitude [!']. Hence, no great 
m^trumenü.1 accuracy was initially needed to obtain a 
UMful expiorrttory tool. 

Method« presently available for obtaining the 
weight of salt i)cr unit volume or weight of air' are very- 
slow and laborious. A further objection to most of 
thete method! it that the quantities measured often 
represent average values along extended air paths due 
to the necessarüy prolonged tixne required to obtain 
an adequate samje. Hence these methods are not 
useful where rapid and rou^h mapping of the distribu- 
tion of sodium-bearing particles in the lower layers of 
marine atmosphere is required. 

Soudian [12] and Vonnegut [IS] have developed a 
useful instrument which applies the principles of flame- 
photometry to the problem of detection of sodium- 
bnriag aerosols. Their instruments are laboratory 
models, capable of giving relatively instantaneous in- 

'Contribution number 8R9 from the Wood« Hole Oceano- 
crApbk Intlilutinn. Thi« paiwr represents the re^tilt'! of mwMirch 
(.irrifd out by the WH01 under contract with the Office of Nav.d 
Krw«ri h Reproduction in whole or in part is permitted for any 
IMirpo«' o( the United State« Government, 

'For liltralion method« »re reference» [5 and 9T, and for im- 
pitiüemeril method» Ml reference« [6. 10, II and 19]. 

dications of thes« aerosols. However, neither author 
calibrated his instrument in terms of the weight of 
sodium per unit volume of air nor adapted it for use in 
aircraft. 

The purpose of this article is to describe briefly a 
flame photometer des'^ned for use in an airplane (see 
figs. 1 and 2) to discuss it« use in conjunction with 
a different method of measuring airborne salt, and to 
give some of the first data obtained. This instrument 
amplifies and records the average voltage developed 
across the photocell load resik'-T, which is proportional 
to the photocell current produced by »odium flashes in 
a flame. This voltage has been related to tlA; quantity 
of sea-salt particles in the air, by comparison with 
direct simultaneous sampling of these salt particles, 
so that it provides a rapid indication of the weight of 
sea-salt present. The justification for this comparison 
of sodium-flash intensity, as represented by the photo- 
cell current, to the mass of sea-salt particles in the 
atmosphere, is to be found in the work of Junge 
[7, p. 130]. He showed that the ratio oi the sodium to 
the chloride in the giant nuclei in marine air is about 
the same as this ratio in sea-salts. Hence it was cx- 
pectod that the sodium-flash intensity would be a 
nearly constant function of the quantity of sea-salt in 
the air, since the ratio of sodium to total salts in sea- 
nalt is a constant. 

2. A brief description of the Instrument 

The i. trument, shown in section in fig. 1, consists 
of an enclosed ga» burner, or torch, into which a mix- 
ture of air and propane gas is introduced. The mixture 
is ignited in flight by a spark which crosses the gap 
between the center electrode of the spark plug and the 
outer edge of the burner. Fig. 2 shows the mounting of 
the flame photometer under the wing of an aircraft. 

The flame is viewed by a IP21 photomultiplier tube 
through a lens and a multilayer interference filter. 
This filter has its transnu»s; t  peak at 58(32A, and in- 
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Fig. 1. Srbcfiutic drawing at airborne ftamr pbotumrtor

elude* an additional rolored-gla** filter for the elimina
tion of side band*.

The output current of the photomultiplier tube i* 
a (unction of the light from the *odium I1a*hr* which 
occur in the flame a* the *alt aeroeol* are heated Thi* 
*ignal from the phototube, alter (uitable .implihca- 
tion. integration and recording, i> related to the air
borne salt through compariaon with salt-aem*ol sam
ple* ulten and measured b> an entirely different tech
nique. This comiiarison i* ditcussed later in this (latier.

I-' .* •.

Fig. 2. Pbotofraph of Aamc-pbotnmrt^ houMtif mriunlcd 
under ibc wing of • unail airtrafi.

The fifiw of piDpanr gas ti> the -ame is omtmlled by 
a pressure-regulating valve and a floatmg-hall flow 
meter. The air enters the burner at A (see fig. 1) at a 
•peed which is controlled by the srler ted ^lecd of 
flight. The diameter of the air-intake cfrifice and the 
(>ropane-intake pressure require*! for effic ient flame 
production b>' the burner were determiner! bv trial in 
flight at s|jee<ls of 70 to Wl.S mph It was found that 
the liest flame chamc teristic's for thi*. instrument were 
obtained with an air s(ieed of about 90 mph. an air- 
intake orifice <!iameter of 2.36 mm and a {Froftar^ ft<*w 
rate of aliout 57 gms jier hour.

y CaUbratioD
The sea-salt (lanicle sampling technique, which was 

used to indicate the range of usefulness of the output 
current of the j^otomultiplier tul»e as a meas'ire *»f 
airliorne salt, is one which h*is liren descrilicd by 
Wocxic:ork [16 and 19 J and further tested Ia’ Twemtey 
[14J and f'roiier [4]. This technique involves the ex
posure to the air of small glass slides and the subse
quent measurement with a microsccqie. under constant 
relative humidity conditiems, of the salt aerosols im
pinged u|K»n them. When these aerosols are c rystalline 
particles they range in size from alM>ut erne to ten ^ 
radius and thr>- are known to contain over 90 per cent 
of the total mass of sea-salts usually present in marine 
air (Junge, [7] p. 135). The amplifier use*l with the 
flame j>hotometer. as presently designed, is sensitive 
to only the larger of these (larticles

•
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In comparing terhnique» in flight the small ^iim a» air sfjeed, airplane flight attitude, projsane gas How, 
slide» were impOMtd Bimultaneously with the oj^ralion piiOtotubfl supply voltage, etc , which were found to 
of the photometer, Over seventy comparative lest» effect the photocell output current, were held reason- 
have been made in the lower atmosphere (Altitude 20€ ably conBtant 
to 7000 feet) over the »ea in the Florida and West Fig   3 bhow» the result» of these comparative tests. 
Indian region». During these test», many factors such Gcaph   (Aj  in  this figure give»  the earlier  obscrva- 

i—•—•—■—■—r -I 1 r- -i 1 r- 
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AMPLIFIER OUTPUT (MV) 
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200 400 
AMPLIFIER OUTPUT 
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FlO, S A r omiMiriiwjn at the SWl^t pLotmcil output signal, during the perioris (30 to KM) MCOttdf) rrquiml to obttin the sea-salt 
rwrCir U »aiiiplrt, to tbfl total quant it y of s^a-salt. The quantities of («»a-salt reprr^'nt j by the circled p^iints were deriveti hy extrapo- 
litti-in from i piirtial »»uiipling with the gla*» slides of the totül range of partidi' »ixe. These value« are therefore subj» t to the uncer- 
taintief- of partial »ampüng   Scs tent for further explanation. 
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180 

AIR FLOW (MLSEC"1) 
FIG. 4, Measured air fto»    :,to photometer intake orifice, rompttml lo ideal liw.kiwtir) fl<m. ()ri(i<e i..«ide dianwter 2J6 mm. 

tions made over the ocean east of Pompano Beach, 
Florida, and graph (B) gives the latest data from the 
Virgin Island area. The large apparent increase in the 
voltage on graph (B), a» compared to graph (A), is 
due to increased amplification of the signal in a later 
model of the instrument.This later modd also had an 
increased sensitivity to the larger sodium flashes. The 

In the first exploratory studies of atmotpheric so- 
dium particles, DO suction was applied to the tail pipe 
^sec B, fig. I}, in order to speed the How of air through 
the flame chamber. Hence, internal friction caused the 
rate of flow of air inside I le intake orifice tube (A) to 
lie somewhat less than the air ipeed of the aircraft. 
This was demonstrated by placing the instrumcnl in 

two diverging lines ire introduced among the observer! an air stream of a known vcl.x Hv and measuring the 
points m order to show the maximum error of the iso- quantity of air passing out of the vent pip«   These 
piestic method H.,., ± 20 per cent; see reference [19] quantities were determined by measuring the lime re 
p. 181), as applied to the problem of determining the qmred to trap certain volumes el air in a thin-w died 
weight of sea-salt particles on the glass slides. These rubier  balloon.   Fig.  4   shows   the  oUcrVed   Inflow 
sodium data will be discussed later in this {»per, amounts ar various air ■peed« compir-d to the ideal 

4. Collection efficiency '^"'T ^7 ^ ^ ^ .""T^ " ,"n"W ^ ' NO nifdi was ahont 17 per cent less tli.ni ,d al, nnd at 
May [10] and many other workers have emphasized VO rnph about !! psf sm\ \<-m. Theee data wen <b- 

the irntKirtance of "isokinetic" conditions in the intake tnined with the Harne turned off. However, opSfKtk» 
orifices of aerosol samplers in order to insure that a "f the flame was found to have no measurable etTe<t 
representative number of particles enter. In other "(xm the air-inflow rate at these »jweds. 
words, with the intake orifice facing directly into the It was sufficient for our present purpOM to demon- 
wind, the air speed within the orifice should equal that strate that the amount of particulate ndlUtD which 
in the mam airstream on the outside. Lower or higher do enter the onfue and flame, produce a Viryüa so- 
air speeds within the orifice will alter the numb« of dium-flash signal which in the average It quaiTtita- 
particles which can enter, and hence will alter the ap- tively related to the varying averaged amount» of »el- 
parent concentration of particles in the free air. salt sampled on the glass slides. It is thought that the 
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I-If,. 9 Avrragp vt-riKal (ImtnbutKmof wri((hl of «.ra-«alt it! the (Irar air rompared to tht average airbornf todiam m the rlear'air 
ami in < iimnlu« rlouii«. Vhc «xiaim i» Wprwilllod dy the millnolt. mitJMi of the amplihe., »hii h is iwoporf.onal to the (rftotocall 
'';",""„' ^ m'*"f V/'r!1'" *""• m*1r "vpr th« «•"■ I"-"' ""<• ha« to (WO miles ea*t of PMBOMO Flea, h, Florida, and during July 22, 
li. 24, 2S, 27 and 28, 1055, Averajf» Iwal »urlare wiml» for< e J, BSE, SM text for further diw u«»ion 

above npar-isokinetic-flow value« assure a rollettion tion efriciency  of  the phutometer intake orifice  for 
effidenry which is qoita hi^l (motl^l for the initial these particles would be more nearly unity than for 
exploration discuitscd here, especially »ince the out- the same part-rle« in the clear air. Thus, these pho- 
side diameter of intake pit« is so imall (2.4 mm) that tometer current» obtained within the cloud« probably 
it would have a hi«!! collection efficiency for the par- more nearly represent the total sodium present than 
tides  concerned,   from  consideration  of  orifice   size do the values measured in the clear air. 
alone. 

i iifs. 5 and 6 show a comparison of the average 
sodium-flash signal ;;..ensity, a« indicated by the am- 
plifier-voltaKe output, to the avcniRe quamity of sea- 

It will be not«! that the avr gc photocell currents 
in the cloud« are similar to hut somewhat greater 
than, the average in the subcloud layer of alt. Until 
further measurement» become available, this similarity 

»alt   found  among   particle»  collected  on   the  glass is tentatively interpreted as showing that the clouds 
slides. The number of observations averaged in each are largely cotnpOMd of air which has come from the 
case is shown near each [x,ii;t. It is apparent on the.« mil« loud   laser   The  higher values obtained  in   the 
figures that the differences which occur in the airb-irne clouds a» compared to the values in the aubdoud layer, 
sea-salt and sodium, with increasing altitude, art very arc thoughl to result from  (11, th- tendency for the 
similar in trend. This result was cs|K.>cted: "ince the clouds to IK- made up of the subcloud air containing 
constancy of the rdationship of the »ea-salt, among 
the giant salt nuclei, to the chloride [14 and 19] and 
to the sodium [6] ha« l)een shown. 

In hg». 5 and 6 the voltage values are also given lor 
periods when the flame photometer was operated with- 
in relatively small nonprecipitating cumulus clouds. 
DlM to the increased mass of the salt particles in the 
clouds (they btCORM large cloud droplets), the collec- 

the highest amounts of salt (compare cloud voltages 
on figs. 5 and 6 to the average voltage maxima as 
shown by the plus signs); (2), a somewhat higher in- 
strumental sampling efficient y in the clouds; and (3), 
an increase in the concentration (no. per unit volume 
of air) of the larger salt particles during their growth 
to large (loud droplets This third factor is one utilized 
by Howen [2] to explain the cotuentrations of rain- 
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and in »mall cumulus cloud». The »odium h represented by the millivolt» output of iie amplifier, which i» proportional lo the photiKell 
current The«« measurement« were made over the wa alxiint live mile» southeast of the iiland o( St. I homa«, \ . I , and during thirteen 
day» between the date« May IS, 1956 and June 10. 1956. Surface wind« force i to ] B to BSE 

drop» in clouds, and it» application to salt particles is    rather lar^e scatter in the r.dibration value», lie» in the 
being investigated. It is very unlikely that correction    close »imilarity of the change» in the average photom- 
for "sampling efficiency" will significantly alter the 
cloud sodium values given here, nowever, until this 
error is eliminated, these values should lie regarded a» 
tentative. 

S. Discussion 

There is a considerable scatter of the observed 
points on ftg. 3 beyond the ± 20 per cent maximum 
error of the glass slide method. This i» thought to b« 

cter result», at difTerent altitudes and [losition», to 
change» in the average amounts of »ca-»alt present 
(see figs. 5 and 6). 

At this stage of it» development, the airborne flame 
photometer is regarded a» an exploratory probe in 
areas where the differemes in salt amount are great, 
and a» a device for rapidly "roughing-in" the distribu- 
tional picture of the »odium-bearing particles in these 
areas. There is a great difference in the time required 
to obtain the result» by the slide method as compared 

due in large part to the difficulties of properly integrat-    to the photometer method. For example, the salt data 
ing the highly variable signal from the phototube, and 
to variations in the relative masa of salt (or sodium) 
present in the »alt-particle size range sampled by the 
flame photometer. The variability of the photometer 
signal duiring "calibration sampling runs" Indicated 
that the slide samples were averaging a greatly varying 
quantity. The second of the above factors will \K di»- 

from the glass slide« which arc shown on fig. 6, required 
forty hour» to produce, while the flame photometer 
data on this tigurc are the result of two hours work, 

The photometer is especially Utsful in areas of 
marked change in aerosol population, such as thoM 
which occur while ascendintj from the subcloud to the 
cloud und above-cloud layer» and while flying through 

cussed in «ome detail later. The justification for using    and near cumulus clouds. Where particle size di'itnbu- 
the photometer data at this time, despite the above    tion and greater accuracy are require«!, other method» 

' : »:  .. 
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Ihi- «right v»lue« »hown rfprcwnt tm Mil sampled on gla»« »lid« 
»rrow mark». Due: jut« 7, 1956. all, 500 ft. 

may ' -. used. In these cases the photometer i» sotne- 
timet. .i valuable »upplernen'al tool. For insUnce, in 
norne of our problems it i» usel ' «0 know the maximum 
quantities of sak present, a( /, certain particle size 
ränget, alon« a given fliKht hue. Previous rnethiKis 
required that i{la»s sampling slides be exposed as 
rapidly a« possible and at numerous intervals along 
this line. The "reading" of these many slides was 
very time consuming and laborious. The continuous 
record of the photometer make« it possible, however, 
to scan a Hight path i 1 then, upon reversal of course, 
to use this record as a guide in relocating the areas of 
maximum salt. Salt samples may then be token in these 
areas of interest only, thus saving much time and 
work. 

Fig. 7 shnwi an cxampic of an interesting hori- 
zontal difference in BOdluill or salt content in the air 
at constant altitude near an island. This difference, 
whi( h is not unusual at other levels, is probably due 
m large part to the convergence of surface air towards 
the island (caused by island heating) and the conse- 
quent subsidence of the relatively salt-free air from 
higher levels at the ofT-sliore location about five miles 
south of the island. It may also he due in part to in- 
creased wind force near the island causing a greater 
l<x-1! production of salt particles by the sea surface 
(tee r-ferences [1] and [17] about role of wind in 
nuclei production). 

Though we have used ihisinstrument at lowairspeed» 

phot'K-rll output lignal «long thr flight line A B (M* m»ert map). 
i »hort timt later and in the approiumale ponition «hown by the 

on a »mall aircraft, our ex[)erience has indicated that 
it couid l)c readily adapted for use at the higher speeds 
of larger airplanes. 

In using the flame photometer within clouds, it is 
reasonable to question the (»ossible effects of cloud 
water on the flame and on the sodium-flash intensity. 
It might be supposed that the heat required to vapor- 
ize the water on the cloud droplets passing through the 
flame might, in some cases, so lower the flame temper- 
ature that un inadequate amount of heat would remain 
to heat all of the »odium in earh nit particle to incan- 
descence However, this nem« unlikely since the pro- 
pane burning rate of 67 grams i>er hour releases from 
300 to 1000 times as much heat a» that required to 
vaporin the water found in the average cloud {t.e., 
from 0.1 to 1 gm «"•), This excess of heat is derived 
assuming isokinetic flow in the orifice. With this flow, 
the air passes air through the flame at a rate of about 
0.157 liters [»er second at the airplane speed of 35.8 
meters [icr second (80 mph). The heat of combustion 
of the propane gas is abcml 1380 C*I iH'r gram. 

On several occasions the airplane was directed 
through "cloud ghosts," or areas in which cloud» had 
recently evaporated leaving an invisible residue of 
vapor, aerosols and turbulence. These areas also showed 
the characteristic large increase in sodium-signal in- 
tensity which we had found in the visible clouds. Thus 
it appeared that the increased signal associated with 
the clouds (see figs. 5 and 6) was not due to some un- 
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known effect arising from the high state of dilution of 
the salt particles as cloud droplets. 

The effects of changing pressure (altitude) on the 
gas delivery rate of the commercial "constant-flow 
valve" used was also measured. The maximum in- 
crease in this flow r.ite due to decreasing pressure w-th 
altitude was only seven per cent at 10,000 fett. This 

increase produce» BO noticeable effect upon the fljum 
or its »odium-flash signal. 

As pr .iously suggested, it is thoughl thai one 
source of the errors in /-elating photocell current to 
individual sea-salt sample» taken with the glass slides, 
(see fig. 3) lie» in the changing relative distnbun m of 
mass of salt among partido of different size«   The 

or 
UJ 

> 

-J 

5 3 
o 

WEIGHT OF SEA-SALT PARTICLES (UNIT'IO-'Z 6M£ 
PlO. 8. Cumuktlv« numtM-r -l.-tritrntion curvM for the «mple, reprinted on ft*. 9. Ot. thi. f.Rure ud OB it  9 

UM lymtxrii mprtMitt the lower lirmong Wright in «M h wcjflu-rtnt« category. 
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photometer amplifier, a« presently ccmgtituuril, i» ten- 
»itive to an allernalin« »<)fiiuni-(la»h signal from the 
larger prirtide» and not to signal« from relatively 
steady sodium light. From a study of the photocell 
output record» from the Si. Thomas data, it is knewn 
that the major (xwtion of the sodium signal comes 
from flashes which occur at frequencies of about one 
per »econd or less. (There waa too little amplincation 
to detect the more numerous weaker flashcf.J If we 
assume that the air entered the intake orifice at a 
speed of J5.8 m sec •, the rate at which nir passed 
through the flame is simply the product of the CTOM- 
scctional area of the orifice (.04375 cm'} and the air 
IpMd (.3.58 X 19 cm sec '). From this product, which 
is 0 157 liter» per «eTOiKi, and from the spatiil distribu- 
tion of the salt particles, we can determine the particle 
weight range which produces the flashes of one or less 
Iter second. This is done, using the salt-particle distri- 
bution» derived by the glass-slide technique 

Um.* 1, Shrjwme difWm« in the ralin of the romputfed 
weight of ult whirf. produc« the WwttltfnUlMtl »igaal, to the 
total wrijjhl o( wit in all of thf partirU-. HfltaM hy tht da« 
•hdr.. The «ymtxil« n-frr to thf data of the »u day« whfn the 
rnont romplelf sallpaft» ie »ample» wrrr taken with the »lid« 
(»et fiK». 8 and 9), 

AirUjirt* Failklr« 

Total •»■alt 
in («anki». 

e'jual to 

fwätt >l      Dau MlUuAe •mail W^lflll thaa fW) ta/ut 
ISM (1 Ml 

»fin. m ' 
(Wj 

10 >•■ a am» m « e 5/25 iOBO 76 90 1,22 0,16 
V 5/27 ISfJO u 190 2,55 0 30 
• 5/29 I5O0 6 1 100 1 58 0,26 
A 3/10 100(J 9 4 120 i m 0 20 
Ü 6/1 500 15,4 160 324 021 
'<■ 6/1 1500 14 0 155 2,24 0 16 + 6/2 500 15 1 270 5 13 0,34 
X t/i 1500 11! 150 2,55 02! 

" Weight of the •malleai partkle among the »alt nut lei numef- 
ou« enough to produie one »odium flaah a se<ond 'i e , a rurnu- 
lative numbei of 7 X IV |M,Mii|r» in '   -»ee lexlj. 

Fig, 8 shows graphically the cumulative number dm-     th0Ugh, ^ ^ duc t0 the 8ma11 amount of daU sh«w 

tribution of particles of various weight» sampled by 
the glass slides over the («-eari in the Virgin Island 
area. On this figure one tan readily see that the hmct 
limit of the weight range "f particle» present m 
number» suffu lent to t ause one flash or less per second 
in 0.157 litersof air (J r., about 7 X 10« particles or le*s 
to '), is not a constant value. In fact, the "lower limit 
weight" vane« during the several days represented, 
from   about   1  X lO'" gram»  to  2,7 X 10 "'  gram.' 

.ng a significantly large difference, and to the obscuring 
effect» of other variables such as the error of the glass- 
slide melhtxi. 

from the above analysis it is wen tha» an instru- 
ment sensitive to only a portion of the range of salt 
particle« entering the onfite should record a signal 
variability from changing relative mass distribution 
among these (articles. It is clear that a variable signal 
does not, therefore, necessarily indicate differences in 

Fig. 9, which shows cumulative mass distribution of    ,,'t't0tal miib*oi Uih ,n the ****** size range sampled 
the »alt particle», may be used to determine the rela- 
tive proportion of the total airborne »alt preeent In 
nuclei larger than the limilitig weight. 

A« a result of the variable distribution of mas» in 
the weight range sampled by the flame photometer, the 
instrument probably "sees" a variable proportion of 
tin total salt present. For example, table 1, column 7, 
»hows this varying proportion, expressed as the ratio of 
the total airtxirne «alt to the salt preeent in the partii lee 
larger than the alKive-mentioned "lower limit" par- 
ticle weight. These ratio» are derived from the data 
OB fig». 8 and 9 in the following manner. On fig, 8 note 
thai the June 2 »alt-partit le distribution curve, inr 
the SOO-fool level, crosses the limiting number of 
7 X 10" particles (ler cubic meter at a nucleus weight 
«1 270 x lo :: gram. On (ig. 9 the cumulative per 
tent mass distribution curve (or the same day and 
altitude shows that .34 (X-r cent of the mass of salt was 
present in particle« larger than 270 X 10 la gram. 
Table 1. column 7, »hows this and other figures for the 
relative mas» of salt present in partule» larger than 
the "lower limit" weight Correction ol the data for 
thi» source of error  proved  inconclusive.  This is 

' I he lai t that the air entered the ontu e at a »uecii KdHcwbM 
!<•«• ilun that ol the air> raft will altet these value» »oniewh.il, 
DUI will not alter the tia»i< argument loiuerning thi« »ouri e of 
error 

jy the glass slides. Also, there is little doubt that much 
larger differences in the ratio« M2/M1 (see table 1) 
often occur. Consequently, the present circuit which 
amplifies the photoelectric cell signal is now being 
allerer) to broaden its sensitivity to a greater range of 
wxiium-fiash signal frequency, This is expected to re- 
move much of the above source of error. 

Alterations are being made in the form of the tail 
pipe in orde- to produce a pressure reduction there 
which will cause the flow rate on the inside of the in- 
take orifice to l)e ef.ual lo that in the free-air stream 
The efficiency of the optical system is also being im- 
proved. A more detailed description of the airborne 
flame photometer and of the above improvements is 
in preparation by the second author. 

In the meantime, the present instrument is a useful 
exploratory tool in thos,-- areas of the lower atmosphere 
where large difference» in sodium content are the major 
features to lie studied. We hope to apply the inUru- 
ment in various held studies. For instance, we would 
like to know the differences in the aalt-aerosoi load 
of the marine air masses moving inlo "disturbed area«" 
in the North Atlantic trade-wind system. It is already 
known that differetue» in the salt load of the subdoud 
air of the order of ten to a thousand limes are directly 
related to the Speed at which this air has been moving 
[17]. It has also In-en shown that  these aerosols are 
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orobsibly connected imomewa) wi\ e njin-fMroing     >• Boy«. 8 C. I9S4  Th.  iprm} i»m t)  £»bc^ 

 « I »6- 1«. -"I M !   ' •^- 'l',f'— "' ""•" f;      ,,   CriTw.^:"^ L  "I«**. • .nnh^ fa 
tributioii in .in  which ^ moving into a    dwturbed nwwtring nu«» o( «dt pwtfcta Www, IM, MO M! 
area" muy I«' directly connected with the rale and s  lacobi, W. C, I9J9   Aw»i»tm I"' dMcrmial^ ii»- «11 
poaition of relKue of heat (pwcjpjtatitm) in theae arwi*. eonunt of tb« Bit 9uU Amit nut SM ,20, tn ü 

The iiwtrumenl mny alio be meful in te^n« the << Jun», (   E.. 19«   Th« rfwmkil compMltk» ■'•«"""•; 
idea of tmdewlnd cloud «rowthb the   entramment ^  j  j,^  ,,„ ;  y^n.iU 133 
of environmental ait    II Kib»equenl  inea«jrem«>ti     7  iun|Ct c g., j^sfi  Kc.i i««^aiioi» ia air chamktry, 
continue to slio» .1 high relative ndiui 1 content in the iriiu*. 8,127 1 W 
(IOIKI», it will (M-( ■;nic m-n—i.irs to n-iunsiilcr llus idiM g   Ungmuir, Irvii^j, «ad K  B  lil.KtK, 1, l'MS   \ n,.,ih<-m;ii,< .il 
o( cutnului arowth. Uns reaeenin« fdlowi from the iBvwtltatteB of w«ur droplei tr»J«ctoris« G*u mm KM 

f.ii t that the ctesf aii' bctwwn th« cloudi font.HUH 

ni.it.vrly bin.ill quantltlci(,f wll /w,(' ßg« S and 6and 
(,„, that the clear air between the doudi contain. ,  '■"'' ;/''; \\^ ^'^)  " <"* "'''^■", [*. 

c       1 /       1 ''  Lodce, J   I'., 19«   Aaalyri» of iniCTun-«3*o partKle« 4««, 
relatively «mail qunnttttee of »alt {«ee ngi sandoand ^J 26 ,8i,,; 1K,| 
reference [17]). Hence the ottonrive mixing ol th'w    |(| Mj,yi K.V, i94S  ih.-..w..ii. pactor; aa iastruaitBt for 
environmental clear air with cloud air, .11 pictured in wntpliat coane««roaofa ./ tti fmii 22. if*" I9i 
1 he en 11.1111 iiu-iit In potheSU, shmilil JKmini (   .1 (liiiun- |]   Saelay, H K., 19$S  Detertlon d csrtein Ion« in SO " to 10 " 
ISIUIIK wxiiuni amount at incfea«ng altitude« in the paaiquaotltie« 4aal Ck*m.,2l,Vi 9S 
cloud« Thb decreaee is not revealed b) the i^otom- 12 Soudaln, C, 1951   ReaJlution d'un comput autMoauqu« 

mr data thus far. A the preten! ttme it leemi moe« *   ,      ,      . .i, .,, 
likel) that the high wdium valuee m ctoudi are du«    i) .Unnrf ^ ^ lMj ^ ^ o, rii:ii,|| M , (imftioo of 

toantnereaaein the number of the «alt partictei during ,!„,,,'„/«• Jji«« /.» NMMf  s« , si, 4IH 42'>. 
ihcir growth in l,ir^(- dropleta   AH previously men- |(   | JJ,.,,,,^ s , |i)<i4   rheampoeitfonalkysmcopkpvtkiei 
tioned, thi« i» one of the queetion» nt»w being etudi«! fa tt»aunoaphm / J/ri»r   11,3« Ul. 
with  the airborne Rame photometer and  the K
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Abstract 

It is believed that the v»tt nujority of the urbome ult nuclei »ri»e from bursting bubble» 
at the tu—»ti wjtcr inleTf»cc. Four r«tur»l mcchaniimi for the production of thtte bubble» 
have been »tudied Theie are whitecap«, rain, »now and »upenaturition of the lurfacc water» 
of the »e» due to »pnng warming. The bubble »prrtra from whitecap» and mowflakei have been 
measured and >cmj-quantitativc and qualitative obiervation» i.ave been made on the bubble 
ipectnUB produced by raindrop». No evidence of bubble production by »pnng warming hv 
been obtained 

AI! of the meaiurement« «how that a majority of the bubble» are < 100 micron» diameter 
and, in the caie of bubble« from »nowflakn, < 50 tmcroru. In the vicinity of a breaking wave 
the bubble production rate u about 30 (iträ lee"'. 

Due to the effect« of «urface tenwon in increaung the bubble internal prewure all bubble» 
< joo micron« will go into :olution even at »ea water air »aturationt of 101 percent   Bubble» 
< JO micron« will go into »olulion at saturation» up to 11 5 percent I The «olulion time for «mall 
bubble« of about 10 micron« 1« about 10 «ec and it not markedly affected by the water «atura- 
tion  percentage. 

It i« concluded that the effect« of the rate of solution of bubble« in «ea water can, under «ome 
condition«, play a «ignificant role in modifying the miual bubble «pectrum. Thi«, in turn, «hould 
influence the «pectrum of airborne nuclei. 

I.   Introduction 

It seemed evident from the work of WRIGHT 
(1940) and KOHLE« (194«) that large salt par- 
ticles were playing an active role in visibility 
changes in the lower atmosphere and pcihaps 
in cloud formadoi, as well. It was not until 
the work of WOODCOCK (1949 and 1952^ 
however that the existence of these particle i 
throughout the entire subdoud and cloud layers 
in marine air was shown. CBOZIJER and SEELY 
(1950),  TwoMtY   (1955),  and  BYERS   (1955) 

a Contribution Number «75 from the Wood« Hole 
Oceanographic InMitution. Thu paper represent» the 
re»ult» of re»earch carried out by the Wood« Hole 
Oceanographic Institution tinder contract with the Office 
of Nsvs! Rcjcarch. Reproduction m whole or in part ii 
permitted for any purpose of the United Stale« Govern- 
ment. 
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have demonstrated that significant concentra- 
tions of these aerosols exist in air masses that 
had traveled many hundreds of miles over land. 
A consideration of the potential importance of 
these particles in the mcchsmsm of rainfall pro- 
duction is, therefore not limited to clouds 
over oceanic areas. LUDLAM (1951) and BOWEN 
(1950) have both shown, on a theoretical 
basis, that hygroscopic particles of the size of 
the salt nuclei found in the atmosphere are 
sufficientlv large to grow rapidly into rain- 
drops, by the process of coalescence wkh 
smaller cloud droplets. Recently WOODCOCK 
(1952) and WooDcocz and BLANCHARD (1955) 
have compared the raindrop spectrum and the 
rainwater chlonnity with the salt nuclei spec- 
trum in the sub-cloud liycr. These results have 
suggested that each salt nucleus becomes a rain- 
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Fig.  i.   Thii iflmtlUU the hcighti of cjrction  of the 
several drop« from the jet of a bubble bunting in »ca 
water  SrvHlMAN't (iv)2) findingj arc ihov.    >■ r 'he top 

drop from bubbles bursting in dutilled water 

drop md tint any modification of thr sea salt 
spectrum will change the raindrop spectrum and 
possibly the manner of rainfall production. In 
the present paper we shall discuss the natural 
methods of production of salt particles at the sea 
surface and show that these -nethods should, 
in fact, be capable of modifying the existing 
salt nuclei spectrum. 

The source of the airborne salt particles is, 
of course, the sea. Some of the first 2ttempts 
at measurement of the salt spectrum were 
made near the sea surface by OWENS {1926). 
COSTE and WxtCST (1935) showed that silt 
nuclei could bo produced by spraying sea 
water and AUVSKTI and LOVKRA (1939) pro- 
duced small particles by bubbling air through 
sea water. KöHLER (1941) forced air through 
sea water and found salt nuclei produced down 
to a radius of about 0.5 micron. None of these 
investigators, however, was great)/ concerned 
with the exact mechanism of nuclei produc- 
tion; whether it was by mechanical disruption 

Fig. 1. This indicates (he man of salt contained in the 
drop« that arc ejected from bubbles burning in «-a vtter. 
This figure combined with Fig. i will givt the ejection 
heights and drop äiie as a function of bubble diametrr 
for the top four of the drops that evolve from the j M 

of a bursting bubble. 

of the water by breaking bubbles or some 
other process. In 1948 Woodcock suggested 
that salt particles were ejected into the air from 
breajcing bubbles by a mechanism firsi suf;- 
gestcd by STUHLMAN (1932). BOYCB (1951) 
carried out 211 experiment that suggested that 
reladvely few salt particles were produced by 
the mere mechanical "tearing" of the w.tcr 
in a breaking wave but that s significantly 
greater number could be produced a few 
seconds later when the bubbles resulting from 
the wave action had burst at the sea siirf.ee. 
A high-speed photographic studv (KIENTZL*;« 

ET AL, 1954) confirmed the mechanism of the 
ejection of droplets from a breaking bubble 
(STUHIMAN 1932). The photographs indicate 
the manner in which small airbornr droplets 
evolve from the vertical water jet which form« 
upon collapse of the bubble cavity. As seen 
in Fie. i and Fig. z the heights to which these 
droplets are ejected and fJieir size 1$ a functi. n 
of  the   bubble  diamctc .   The  heights   were 

Telhis IX |'I937). ; 
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droplets by this mechanism is limited to the 
larger bubbles and any evaluation of their im- 

obtained with the use of a cathctometcr and 
the bubble size d.tcrmiiud from measure- 
ments of the buoyant force from a known 
number of bubbles collected in a small inverted 
glass hemisphere. The size of the ejected drops 
was determined by catching them on glass slides 
and exposing thern to an atmosphere of known 
humidity. The resulting drop size could then 
be i:>cd to compute the sea salt content and 
thus rhc original size of the drop. 

MASON (1954), MOORE and MASON (1954) 
and KNELMAN ET AL. (1954) found that the 
breaking of the bubble film produces smaJl 
drops. It appears that the production of 

s by tr 
nubbles 

portancc in modifying the salt particle spectrum 
over the sea must await an experimental study 
on the actual bubble spectrum. This point will 
be disrussed later m the paper. 

The foregoing work »uggests that it is the 
breaking bubble at the sea surface that is 
responsible for the production of the atmos- 
pheric salt particles. In the next section the 
variation in bubble production by wave action 
and precipitation will be discussed. 

i   Bubble Prodtiction at 'h» Sei Surlaci« 

A. Wave Action 

It is well known that increasing winds causc 
a proportionate increase in the production of 
"whitecaps" at the sea surface. These white- 
caps produce bubbles m the sea which, when 
they break at the surface, produce airborne 
salt nuclei. Therefore a direct relation should 
exist between wind force and the concentra- 
tion of airborne salt. This in fact has been 
found at deck levels by FOUHNIKB D'ALBS 

(1951), MOORE (1952) and at cloud levels by 
WOODCOCK (1953) Woodcock found that 
the weight concentration of sea salt at cloud 
base levels was increased by a factor of about 
ten when the wind force changed from three 
to seven. 

It might be well to point out that in strong 
winds the effective arc« over which bubbles arc 
breaking is appreciably greater than that 
covered by the obvious breaking wave. For a 
minute or more after the wave breaks the water 
in the immediate vicinity appears cloudy with- 
out tbc presence of a heavy foam patch on the 
surface. This cloudy appearance is i .i'ued by 
Tellui IX (1957), 2 

the myriads of bubbles that are formed by the 
breaking wave. The persistence of the cloudy 
region signifies that the bubbles are small and 
thus slow m reaching the surface or that they 
have been tarried far beneath the surface. Pre- 
sumably the stronger the wind the more 
bubbles are produced and the deeper they arc- 
earned by the turbulent motions of the sea. 
Observation indicates that little or no coalcs- 
cence OCCtin amongst the bubbles when they 
reach the surface. If this surface is clean the 
bubbles will break immediately. In the labora- 
tory, experiments have been earned out by 
bubbling air through fine frits placed a few 
cm beneath the surface of the water. A rapid 
coalesicnce of bubbles occurs on the surface 
of fresh water but this is not observed in the 
case of sea water. Even though they are 
packed tightly at the surface the individual 
nubble bursts seem unaffected by the adjacent 
bubbles. It appears safe to assume that bubbles 
produced m the sea bv wave action will m 
most cases burst individually at the sea surface 
and not coalesce. 

The device that was used to determine the 
bubble spectrum produced by breaking waves 
consistccl of a small (9x6x2 cm) box with 
one of the 9x6 cm sides transparent. A grid 
of lines was inscribed on this transparent ie 
of the box, the opposite side being removable. 
Just prior to making a bubble count the box 
was completely filled with sea water and the 
removable side securely attached. The box 
was then placed, transparent side up, iust 
beneath the sea surface in a region where 
breaking waves had left the sea < loudy with 
bubbles. The removable side (now the bottom) 
was slipped aside for a known time interval 
during which bubbles were free to rise into 
the box and become entrapped against the 
underside of the transparent top. The bottom 
was then securely attached So prevent leakage 
and the box removed from the water. Using 
a scale and a magnifying lens, the bubble 
spectrum, divided into appropriate size ranges, 
could be obtained. 

A brief consideration of the energies involved 
showed that there was no danger of a Hattemng 
of the bubbles against the underside of tin- glass. 
For bubbles < 500 microns diameter the 
surface free energy is at least 400 times as great 
as the gravitational energy. Any bubble surface 
distortion, whu h must arise from the gravita- 
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Fig.  J.   The rate of nie of lit  bubbles in water. The 
ukuUlfd values arc for sea wster while the experimental 

ones are for fresh water 

nonal energy, will be opposed by the surface 
free energy which, of course, tends to a 
minimum. It is apparent from the above con- 
siderations that the bubble surface distortion 
could not exceed 1/400 or 1/4 of one percent 
and thus the diameter will not undergo any 
significant change. 

The bubble density or number per unit 
volume of water is easily obtained by dividu.j' 
die number found in each size range by the 
area that was counted, the time of exposure 
and the rate of rise of the bubble in water. The 
size ranges were in 100 microns steps up to 
500 microns. The rate of rise of the bubbles 
in each size range was assumed to be represent- 
ed by the rising speed of the average sized 
bubble, with the exception of the hrst size 
range, where the representative rise speed was 
that for a 75 micron diameter bubble. 

The rate of rise of bubbles in water may be 
calculated m the following manner. The 
genera! expression for the frictional retarding 
force is 

f mt 6n nrv 
<• 

24 R) (0 
where n is the viscosity of the water; r, the 
bubble radius; v, the velocity of rise; Q, the 
drag coefficient; and R, the Reynolds number. 
This expression can be derived in a straight- 
forward manner from Stokes' Lav/ and the 

fundamental relation between actual drag and 
impact drag. Now the buoyant force on the 
bubble is 

ft » 4/3 n r> 1 (ftf-jj (2) 

where ^ is the gravitational acceleration and 
Qw and Qa the density of sea water and air, 
respectively. At the terminal or steady state 
velocity of the bubble (2) must equal (1). By 
equating these expressions and then subsnrutmg 
for v in terms of the Reynolds number 

«Ä 
f- (3) 

(4) 

2Qvr 

and letting Qa < < QW we obtain 

AQvg      24 

Q has been found to be a function of only 
the Reynolds number (GOLDSTEIN 1938) $0, 
given any value of R, Cd may be obtained 
and (4) can be solved for r. With this value of 
r and R, (3) may be solved for the rate of rise 
v. In like manner a number of r versus u 
tabulations can be determined and a graph 
drawn. Figure 3 shows the calculated valuer 
plus some experimenully observed rise veloci- 
ties (ALLEN, 1900). Allen s values were used for 
the bubble density calculations in this section 
while the calculated values outside of Allen's 
observations were used for the discussions in 

 , r-T—r-l-fT""] f—™, r-T-TTT 
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Fig. 4.   The bubble conceittration (ec"1 p«r 100/4 band 
width,}  in  »ca  WUm  pfoo-aced  by  breaking   ■- *m  or 

whiu* api. 
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the latter part uf the paper. Stokei* law will 
apply for bubbles below about no microns 
cfianicter. 

Figure 4 summnnm the experiments mail'- 
on the bubble spectrum from Drcakmg waves. 
All the experiments were carried out during 
the   summer   months   on   a   beach   ncr   our 
laboratory where the water temperature was 
about 21° C. The hatched region A shows the 
limits of bubble density for six separate experi- 
ments conducted during a 2-hour interval at 
a rime when ftesh onshore winds wcic causing 
the waves to break about 15 meters from shore. 
The bubbles were obtained by wadmg some J 
meters out and exposing the sampling device 
already described for 2 seconds at a depth of 
about 10 cm. The measurements were made a 
few seconds after the breaking wave had passed. 
It was necessary to wait these few seconds to 
allow the relatively few bubbles of sevcraJ mm 
diameter to rise to the surface. These large 
bubbles produced  undesirable coalescence m 
the collecting box. It is realized that this method 
discriminates against the mm sized bubbles but 
they are present in far fewer numbers then the 
bubbles < 500/<. The bubble spectrum in these 
experiments was determined out to a diameter 
of 750—1,500 microns but, as the size interval 
was 500 microns m this region, the values could 
not,   without  approximation,   be  plotted  on 
Fig. 4. Mad this been done the extension of 
region A and B would have continued with 
about  the  5?,mc  slope  as  it  has ai  present. 
Region B, an order of magnitude less than A, 
represents the spread of six determinations of 
the bubble spectrum found on the lee side of 
a rock over which the waves were breaking. 
The wind was not as strong a. it was during 
the former measurements. 

B. Snow 

Among the natural sources of small bubbles 
in surface waters of the sea we have found 
that mownake clusters are very significant. 
These bubbles, which arc released as the snow- 
flakes melt, arc readily observed by allowing 
a snowflakc to fall into a small beaker which 
is brimmina full of sea water, and then quickly 
placing a clean glass cover-slip over the water 
in order to trap the bubbles. From fiftv to 
several hundred bubbles were observed to rise 
arid collect under the cover-slip as single flakes 
Trllui IX (1957). 2 
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Fig.  5.   The nze disinbuiion of bubbles, riling from a 
snowflike   iluslrr   melied  in   %ci   walcr. 

melt. Figure 5 shows the size distribution of 
some three hundred of these bubbles, which 
were measured with a low-power microscope 
using an eyepiece micrometer. 

While   making   these   size   measurements, 
which  required  perhaps   10  minutes,   it was 
observed that bubbles smaller than about }0/i 
diameter were slowly becoming smaller and 
that  bubbles   50 /t  or  larger  were growing. 
Thus the size distribution shown on Fig. 5 is 
only qualitatively correct, serving here only 
to emphasize the capabilities of snow in pro- 
ducing  (or causing to be produced) a wide 
range of size among very small bubbles. Since, 
during   the   observation   period,   the   small 
bubbles were becoming smaller and the large 
bubbles were becoming larger an increase m 
the size range with time occurred. This means 
that the initial bubble size distribution, present 
immediately after the flakes melted, was more 
limited in range than is shown in Fig. 5. The 
effects  of  time  of immersion   in   altering   a 
given initial bubble population depends upon a 
number of factors, such as depth of water, 
partial pressure of air in solution, etc. These 
and  other factors arc  discussed at length in 
Section 3 of this paper. 

C. Raindrops 

Tlfc production of bubbles and nuclei by the 
impart of raindrops on the sea surface is a 
complex problem. It has been found that 
bubbles, produced dircctlv and indirectly 
through the impact of raindrops, can produce 
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Fig. ft A dugrammjlir ikcuh of thf mcthodi of prt>- 
duuion of »irborne Jrupi by the impjct of » fmh- 
WSt« drop on | ica witcr iurf»cc. The dotted arrow 
induates that floating dropj are «wiated primarily 
«ith the collapwr oi the larger.  ICH   nunr-rou!   bubble.. 

nuclei. Bctorc an attempt is made to describe 
these bubble-production methods in detail, 
and to show how they varv over the raindrop 
spectrum, it might be well to consider them 
in schematic form as sho«Ti in Fig. 6. It can 
be seen that the nuclei are produced either 

L 
rLM,y fr0m thc imPact of ^ droP' or from 

bubbles produced as a result of the impact. 
The bubbles arc produced by (i) direct impact 
of the raindrop on the sea surhce, (2) splashed 
drops residting from the impact, and (3) drops 
that momentarily remain floating on thc sea 
surface. 

Observations on the splashing of water and 
producnon of bubbles by simulated raindrops 
were made by visually observing, with suitable 
lighting, the behavior of '"'cshwatcr drops on 
impact with a sea watet -face. The drops 
were allowed to fall from a sufficient height to 
insure terminal velocitv. Thc splashed drops 
and the smallest bubbles were easily visible 
in a parallel beam of light from a microscope 
lamp, using a suitable black velvet background. 
An estimate of the size of the bubbles and drops 
was made bv applying Stokes' Law to the rate 
of rise and fall, respectively. 

The direct production of bubbles by ram- 
droos 15 a function of raindrop size. Small drops 
of the order of 0.4 mm diameter will produce 
2 or 3 bubbles of about 50,u diameter that arc 
carried only 1—3 mm beneath the surface. Thc 
production of bubbles increases rapidly with 
drop size^ as a 2.2 mm drop was observed to 
produce from 50—100 bubbles that were often 
carried down in a vortex ring to depths of 
2—4 cm. Thc vast majonty or these bubbles 
appeared to be under 30 microns diameter. 
On occasions it appeared that thc vortex ring 
of bubbles  formed  not  at  thc  moment  of 
impact of the drop with thc water but at thc 

collapse of the water column that rurs f.om thc 
bottom of the impact cavity.  This  is quite 
plausible,   for   the   remarkable   phc cographic 
work of WORTHINGTON and Cou (1897^shows 
this wa^r column, and they remark about thc 
vortex ring that it forms upon collapic. They 
make no mention of bubbles in  the vortex 
ring but they probably passed undetected as 
only thr closest scrutiny will discover them. 
With increasing drop ,ize an increase in num- 
ber of bubbles was observed,  although  thc 
bubble   size   was   predominantly   the   same. 
Drops of 3 mm produced 100—200 bubbles 
while 4.7 mm drops produced an estimated 
200—400 bubbles (sec Fie, 7). The larger drops 
also produce severaJ bubbles ol about a mm 
diameter. With increasing drop size thc vortex 
motion of thc bubbles p!,us the depth of p.nc- 
trarion decreased. Thc bubbles from drops of 
4-7 mm were carried down less than % cm but 
eddy motions distributed bubble clusters some 
3 cm horizontally. These bubbles would go 
rapidly into solution 01 grow depending upon 
whether the sea water wai considerably under- 
or ovcrsaturatcd, respectively. This, of course, 
will modify thc bubble spectrum which in turn 
will affect thc salt nuclei that arc produced 
when the bubbles bunt. This solubility effect 
of the bubbles is considered in some detail later 
in thc paper. 

Thc indirect production of bubbles by rain- 
drops occurs when the drops produced by the 
splash of the raindrop fall back into thc sea. 
As this method of bubble production depends 
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Fig. 7 Curve A represent, the number of bubble, pro- 
duced by the impact of | freih-water drop on a Mt water 
...rface. Curve B reprewu. the d.rect production of 
nucte» by  the .ame drop  at  the  moment  of impac, 
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Fig. g. The number of pluhcd drnpi > (he indaatcd 
tut. that arc produced by the impac t ,,f a fresh-water 
drop on a KI water jurfaic. As these data were obtained 
with the aid of filter paper«, splashed drops - abou- too 
microns diameter and thow remaining airborne (Curve 

13,  Fig,  7)  were not included. 

entirely on the size and number of splashed 
droos it was necessary to determine the "splash- 
ed drop spectrum" over the range of raindrop 
size. This was done by catching the splashed 
drops on 60 x 90 cm squares of Whatman No. 1 
filter paper. The "raindrops" and the sea water 
contained a  sufficient amount of mcthylcnc 
blue dye to enable the splashed drops, at least 
down to about 100fJi diameter, to be recorded 
as a blue spot on the filter paper. Tcnsiornctcr 
measurements showed that the blue dye did not 
significantly change the surface tension, con- 
sequently the character of the splash would not 
be expected to change. The relation of drop 
size to spot size on the filter paper was deter- 
mined by letting drops of known size fall on the 
papers. A semi-disc of no cm diameter was 
cut from the center of the 90 cm edge of the 
filter paper and the paper then placed about 
5   mm above  the  sea  water  surface and  so 
positioned that the water drop? would splash 
at the edge of the paper at the center of the 
semicircular opening. Only half of the splash 
was recorded so the final count of drops on the 
filter paper was multiplied by two. The splash 
from the largest drops extended out to about 
Tellu« IX (19)7).  2 
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50 1111 from the pouit of impact of the drop 
with the water. The splash f.om four to six 
drops m each of three size categories from 
I—5 mill was counted. Figure 8 presents the 
data in the form of a family of curves showing 
the totaJ number of splashed drops larger than 
the indicated size. It can be seen that nearlv 
half of the splashed drops arc • 0.2 mm. K. 
raindrop oi 5 mm might be expected to pro- 
duce nearly yoo drops of a size that is detected 
on the filter paper, of which only about 400 
exceed 0.3 mm and only 12 exceed 1.2 mm. 
The splash from raindrops - 2 mm is probably 
mainly composed of drops - 0.4 mm. Drops 
■ 1 mm produce, on the average, less than one 
splash drop, These last splash observations were 
made visually. 

It now remains to determine lust what this 
splash means in terms of bubble production. 
It might be expected that the bubble-producing 
ability of the splash drops would be a function 
of their velocity and the angle at which they 
enter the water. A larger number of combina- 
tions may be met with in the splash of a single 
large   drop   but  fortunately  a  simplification 
enables us to make a reasonable estimate of the 
bubble production. The splash drops arc ob- 
served to rise up to 40 cm from the water 
surface, a height sufficient to insure that drops 
up  to  0.5   mm  will  nearly  attain   terminal 
Velocity by the time they return to the water 
surface, hgurc 8 indicates that all the splash 
drops from raindrops < 2 mm and about 80 
pet--cm from a j mm raindrop arc < 0.5 mm. 
We  might  reasonably  expect  then  that  the 
splash drops could be'considered as raindrops 
and, as discussed earlier in this section, each 
produce 2—3 bubbles of about 50 /i diameter. 
On this basis the splash from a 2 mm raindrop 
might be expected to produce some 80 bubbles 
compared to over 2,000 for a 5 mm raindrop. 

The third method of bubble production by 
raindrops falling into the sea is from "floating 
drcps". These drops are similar to those that 
can be seen skimming across the surface of the 
water any time the water is violently agitated. 
As indicated in Fig. 6 the floating drops can 
be produced by both the splashed drops and 
the bubbles. Presumably the few that are pro- 
duced by splashed drops arc from drops that 
were not splashed to any great height while 
those produced by bubbles are presumably the 
lower, larger drops m the jet that is produced 

■■      -t 
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when the bubble breaks. Observations on 
rioanng drum of about 2 mm dr;meter show 
that when they finally merge with the main 
body of water a thin enlumn of bubbles is 
forced down several mm into the water. When 
these bubbles, perhaps 40 or more, fan out 
thev arc seen to be verv small, perhaps • ::<// 
dUmcter I mk- can be said of the numbers or 
tisei of these Hoating drops that arc produced 
b\ raindrops. It may be that rain produces 
relativclv few compared to those that mav 
be produced bv breaking waves. 

The airborne salt nuclei produced by direct 
impact of the raindrops with the water are 
nothing more than splashed drops that arc, 
for the most part, small enough to remain 
airborne. Drops of 4.7 mm were observed 
to produce an estimated several hundred 
particles of • about 50 microns diameter. At 
impact these particles seem to appe?r simul- 
taneously within a region up to 4 cm above 
the water and some 10 cm from the point of 
impact. No doubt this is caused by the fact 
that the production mechanism of the particles 
gives them sufficient speed lo escape detection 
by the eye until fnctional retarding forces 
decrease rheir speed to the terminal value. 
This production mechanism appeared to be 
associated with the rapid formation and col- 
lapse of the large bubble that WORTHINGTON 

and CotE (iSp?) observed in their splash 
studies. In any event the ejection of the par- 
ticles several cm above the surface increases 
the probability that they will remain airborne. 
Some of these particles were so small (- 10 
microns) -hat a collection of them appeared 
and behave 1 like a small puff of smoke. There 
was no doubt that these would remain air- 
borne, especially if the humidity were low over 
the water surface. The production of these 
minute splash drops was very much a function 
of drop si^c. A 2.4 mm drop produced perhaps 
50—80 small particles while a 0.4 mm drop 
produced none that was visible to the naked 
eye (sec fig, 7). 

D. Air Solubility Change in the Sea 

The dissolved air content of the surface 
layers of the sea is usually at or near saturation 
and will vary from one season to the next. 
This seasonal change is presumably explained 
by the fact that ehe solubility of air in sea 
water is a function of temperature and also 

that the production or utiluaium of oxygen 
by marine organisms wul vary with the seasons. 
As the solubility of air is an inverse function of 
temperature it follows that, at saturation values. 
a maximum would IK- found near the end uf 
the wmtrr months when the water is at its 
lowest temperature and a minimum at the end 
of summer when the water is warmest. Con- 
sequently air -Imuld be given off by the wn 
during the spring and summer and absorbed 
during the winter. Ri-nntu) (äy48), after an 
analysis of the seasonal variations of the oxygen 
distribution m the Gulf of Maine, conc'uded 
that about | - 10* cc of oxygen leaves die sea 
tiHrough a ms of sea surface during Mr.rch— 
October and a similar amount re-enter during 
the winter and spring. It is logical to inquire 
as to how much of this oxygen imght leave 
the sea in the form of bubolc». If wc go to 
exfremes and assume that it all comes out in 
the foi-m of bubbles of 50 microns diameter 
wc can compute the r:ihcr staegenng number 
of 2.500 bubbles sec ' cm ' breaking at the 
sea surface. This certainly does not occur, as 
gaseous diffusion across the sea surface probably 
accounts for the greater part of the oxygen 
exchange in the normal course of events. How- 
ever an intriguing question is whether bubble 
formation occurs in the sea after a short 
period of intense heating by an overlying 
warm air mass. If supersaturation by heating 
can keep ahead of the loss by gaseous diffusion 
to the air, and if sufficient nuclei for centers of 
bubble formation exist, there is a possibility 
that bubbles may form. Inasmuch as little or 
nothing is known of the interplay between 
these factors little more can be said. 

Precipitation falling into the sea may, under 
certain conditions, bring about a supersatura- 
tion of the ram water—sea water mixture, even 
liiuugli both were only saturated initially. As 
ehe inverse relation between ?ir solubihtv and 
temperature is not linear but in the form of a 
curve concave upward, it follows that the 
mixing of two initially saturated bodies of 
water at different temperatures will produce 
a supersaturated mixture. For example, con- 
sider raindrops which have csscntnliy the wet 
bulb temperature (KINZEH and GUNN, 1951) 
and undoubtedly aic saturated at that tem- 
perature. If raindrops, of a chlonnity essentially 
zero and saturated with air at 100 C, fall into 
saturated sea water (Ci - 19%.) at 240 C and 

Telluf IX (19)7). 2 
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mix such that the mixture 15 90 percent KI 

water, the rcuilnng supcnaturation will be 
about 102 percent1. Such supcnaturations arc- 
probably not sufficient to cause bubble nuclea- 
tion, but the rate of solution of the smail 
bubbles produced by wave action and prc- 
umtation would be decreased. The important 
subject of the ratc< of «ilmion of an air bubble 
as a tUDCtion of saturation percrntagc will be 
distir.sed in the next section. 

oxygen   and   nitrogen     I he   ^nirral   gas   law 
Ratet: 

r 
n 

RT 3 
H r*p (s) 

I 

i   Tht  Stjbiliiy  of A;.   Hubble! in  IM  W«i»r 

The foregoing expenmcr.ts have shown that 
whitecaps and aJI forms of precipitation 
-articles arc effective bubble producers. If these 
ubblcs are produced in subsacurated water 

there is the possibility thaf a significant drcrcasc 
in bubble diameter will be caused by the air 
within the bubble going into solution. On the 
other hand, if the water is sufficiently super- 
saturated many of the bubbles would be ex- 
pected to grow. It will be clear shortly that 
for any supersaturation of sea water there 
exists a bubble size above which all bubbles 
will grow while those smaller than this size 
will go into solution. This nodifuation of 
bubble size is clearly then a function of its 
initial size, the sea water saturation and the 
duration of existence of the bubble. Bubbles 
carried far beneath the surface will be subjected 
!:o gas diffusion across the bubble—water uitcr- 
face for considerably longer periods of time 
and are thus subject to greater change than 
those near the surface. Consequently it is very 
important that we obtain some knowledge of 
the effects of various solution times and rates 
on the bubble spectmm- 

The calculations outlined here arc an exten- 
sion of those grven by WYMAN ET AL (1952) 
and the reader should refer to these authors 
for a full understanding of the initial formula- 
tion. As a first approximation consider that 
due to the relative motion between the water 
and the bubble that the only gradient of dis- 
solved gas that exists is across a thin shell with 
its inner surface at the air—water interface. 
Further assume that the air within the buivblc 
consists of a single gas with a single diffusion 
constant   and   not   primarily   a   mixture   of 

1 This ctkuktion was hucii 00 lablci of air uturation 
it a fumlion of temprrjture and rhlonnity aj given by 
MlYAKE   {lySl). 

fellui IX (1937). I 

when n is the number of moles of gas m the 
bubble, R, the gas constant; 7', the kbiolute 
temperature; r, tlic radius of the bubble. Jiui 
/'. the pressure within the bubble Ihr pressure 
p is the hydrostatic plus the atmospheric pres- 
sure. The diffusion of air across the bubble 
surface can be expressed by Pick's law, 

dn di - 6 4*r 

(7) 

IF"  Pa) (ej 
where n0 is the partial pressure of the air m 
the bulk water and (5 1$ a constant defined by: 
^ - A «-Id where L is the diffusion constant 
of the air in the water; x, the solubility of the 
air in the water, and d, the thickness of the 
thm Ja'! that is assumed to carry the diffusion 
gradient. It will be seen that this expression is 
necessary to convert [p — p0) in (6) into a 
concentration gradient as called for in Pick's 
law. If we differentiate {5) with respect to time 
and combine it with (6) we have: 

drjdt ~ -ART {P~P^ 
P 

This is the equation that was derived by 
WYMAN ET AL. (1952) and found to be in very 
good agreement with experiment. Experi- 
mentally they found that drdt at any given 
P'essure was essentially constant, that it ap- 
proached a limiting value at high pressures and 
it was essentially independent of temperature 
over the range 1—27° C. This is just what (7) 
predicts. As the water was always saturated 
with respect to air at one atmosphere, pressure 
p0 is constant and dr;dt can be seen to approach 
a limiting value, d RT, at great depths. As the 
rate of solution is proportional to the absolute 
temperature drjdl will change relatively little 
with the temperature range used in the experi- 
ments. With the experimental data one may 
compute the value of the term d RT to be 
10 * cm sec " and find that it is approximately 
constant at all depths. Equation (7} with this 
substitution combines both theory and experi- 
ment to describe the rate of solution of gas 
bubbles 

It thould be noted in (7) that the total pres- 
sure p within the bubble 1$ assumed to be- 
only the hydrostatic plus atmospheric pressure 
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Fig. g The time of soluiion for i DubbU in %ci witrr it » drpih 
of 10 im The family of lurvn rrprewnti vjnoui prnrniigr 
iiiurasionj of »if in »«a water with rcjjwn to »tmoiphem prei- 
uirr The daihed linn show the solution time» for bubbles a! 
a depth of i and Kx) cm in water saturated with air with respect 

to atmospheric r-e»iure 

and no account is taken of the additional 
prcisurc ?. y,'r due to surface tension effects 
(the surface tension of sea water y is about 74 
dsnes cm ') This effect was negligible in the 
work of Wyman ct al. where the bubbles were 
several mm in diimctcr but in the present 
case, where we must be concerned with bubbles 
< 100 microns, surface tension effects become 
of prime importance. If then we add the 
surface tension pressure term 2 y/r to the other 
pressure term p in (5) and (6) and solve 
simultaneously we obtain the general expres- 
sion : 

J   dt        iöRTJ r{P-~p0)^y    (8) 

0 r' 

which reduces to (7), as it should, if y is set 
equal M zero. The solution of this integral is: 

,      (p-PoY1 

3d RT IP 

^ P —Pa >      ■ J ri 

Figure 9 was constructed from (9) and shows 
the solution times for bubbles in water of 
various degrees of saturation at a depth of 
10 cm The dashed lines show the solution 
times in water saturated at atmospheric pres- 
sures at depths of I and 100 cm. Note that 
within these depths there is little significant 

n solution times 111 saturated water umetciKc 1 

for bubbles < about 40 microns diameter. The 
significance in Figure 9 would seem tn be 
the equilibrium bubble diame'.crs that arc 
indicated at each value of supcrsaturation, 
below which all bubbles will, due to surface 
tension pressure effects, go into solution. Even 
at a supersaturation of 115 % all bubbles < 21 
microns will be forced into solution. The value 
of this equilibrium diameter may be very im- 
portant for if the majority of bubbles in a 
given bubble spectrum are < this value, the 
bubbles themselves may be responsible for 
further increasing the supersaturation. As the 
supersaturation c-'rves m Fig. 9 were con- 
structed for a depth of 10 cm, it is of murcst 
to determine how the equilibrium bubble 
diameters vary with depth as a function of 
supersaturation. 

A bubble is at equilibrium with its sur- 
roundings when its total internal pressure, 
which is composed of the atmospheric, the 

sion pre 
of the 

solution. As wc arc considering the case where 
the water is saturated at all depths with respect 
to atmospheric pressure, the partial pressure 
of the gas is x A, where x is the fractional 
value of the supersaturation and A is the 
atmospheric pressure. This is equated to the 
three components of the total internal pres- 
sure as given above to obtain 

2y 
xA m A  f J f (10) 
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hydrostatic and the surface tension pressures, 
is equal to the partial pressure of the gas in 
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where i is the hyciroiuac prcirurc, Solving for 
r wc fuid 

T   - 
2y 

(x~.j)A-d («0 

from which it is sceti that for any lup'-'-satuiv.- 
non x there 11 a depth </ beyond which all 
hubblci will go into solunon. This dcptii 1$ 
founö by letting the denominator in (n) equal 
zero and solving for d. For supermurationj 
< 102 percent thn depth 1$ < 10 cm. At 
supenaturaaom > 10a percent (11) shows that 
for depths < 10 cm the critical radius, above 
which or below which bubbles grow or go 
into solution, is eiscntially constant for a given 
supersaturarion and thus similar to the values 
indacatcd m Fig. 9. The time required for the 
bubblci to go into solution will decrease with 
depth in the range of o—100 rm but probably 
not sigmfkandv so. judging from the curves 
for depth of 1 and 100 cm m Fig. 9. 

4.  DUcataloa 

It will be of intereit to cxandae the experi- 
mental data on the ettecciveness of bubble 
producnon by breaking waves and precipita- 
tion in terms of the salt nuclei spectrum found 
'ji the atmosphere. The brcakiPK wive 1$ prob- 
ably the most common method of production 
of airborne nuclei. With the data from Fig. 3 
and Fig. 4 wc can derive Table i which in- 
dicates the rate at which bubbles of various 
sizes rise to the surface cm-* sec"1. Assuming 
that only one of the 4 or 5 drops ejected from 
the breaking bubble remains airborne, column 
D cf Table 1 can also represent the production 
rate of airborne nuclei from the sea surface 
shortly after a whitccap has formed. It would 
be unwise to attempt to compute the total 
production of nuclei from a breaking wave 
for wc do not know to what depths the 
bubbles arc carried and thus cannot say how 
long the concentration given in column B will 
be in existence. If the bubbles arc all distributed 
uniformly to the same depth then the smallest 
ones will continue to break at the surface for 
the longest dmc. The production rate (column 
D) of about 34 cm-s sec-1 is comparable to the 
value of 40 cm-* sec1 (for nuclei of mass 
> IO-

1
* g) found by MOORJB and, MASON 

(1954) in laboratory tests. It would be well to 
Ttllu. IX (1957). ?. 

regard the sinulanty of thcK; two value» n 
probably fortuitous, and to accept it onlv M 
an agreement m order of magnitude. U is not 
clear as to whethrr bubbles were breaking over 
the entire area used m Moore and Maion's 
laboratory tests or onlv over a fracnm of it. 
Also, it b not known now the present reiults 
will be affected by changes m wind foicc on 
the open sea. It is expected that increasing wind 
force will increase the numbers of bubb c» in 
such a way that the slope of tnc curve in fig. 4 
wdl be esscnnally the same. 

Tabl« I. An »tttmpl to Mtimal« th« numb« of 
babblaf (cm ' MS**] from • br—klng wav«. Co- 
IDRIM B and C ar* obtain«! from Figi. 4 and J. 
mpactiraly. Column D it (imply tka product of 
B and C. Column E it obtained from D by M- 

torning only 10 p«rc«ol of ih« ocean active as a 
tourer bubblat. 

Bubble dum 
ol center ot 
tite btnü t«) 

75 
150 
J50 
3JO 

B 

Bubblci 
cc"' per 

ivott b«n<) 
width 

IOO 

3.6 
o,J5 
0,05 

c: 

Rite ve- 
locity 

cm»«  ' 

0,9 

1,9 
3.95 

D 

Bubbl« 
cm  * 
•tc  ' 

jo 

0.47 

o.»5 

Bubblo jifp- 
ductd cm  ' 

tec ' «Himinn 
10 % o( mt 

active 

3 
0,3a 

0.047 
0,015 

Probably the most significant aspect of 
Table 1 is that the great majority of the 
bubbles arc < 200/i. From Fig. 2 wc sec thai 
these bubbles, upon bursting, could produce 
nuclei of the size found at the small end of the 
airborne sea-salt spectrum (< about 10"10 g) 
by diops from the jets. MOORE and MASON 

(1954), with doubts as to the existence of 
bubbles" about 500 ß from whitccaps, have 
suggested that airborne salt nuclei < IQ-* g 
originate from the shattering of the fdm of 
the large bubbles. Inasmuch as the small 
bubbles do indeed exist it a likely that the 
mechanism by which the nuclei arc produced 
is via the jet mechanism and not the bubble 
film. Observation (BLANCHAKD 1954) shows 
that small bubbles ( < 50//) produce no droplets 
exceeding 1 /x radius, other than those coming 
from thejet mechanism. MASON (1954) reports 
that bubbles of 0.5 to 3 mm give 100—200 
droplets from the shattered mm, with the 
largest having salt contents of about z* io-11 g. 
This weight is far less than the minimum of 
about   io-sog  that  appeirs  to  provide  the 
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same But this mas nut nctcssar.lv be so. It 
h.is beetl fmuid (BLANCHABO t953) that the 
dr iplets arising from the jet meehanism carry 
an appmiablc electric charge tha: tnay con- 
tribute sigmhcantly to elcttnfRation prinesses 
in the atmosphere. Other considerations indi- 
cate that (ht droplets that arc created by :hc 
jets mav not be representative uf the bulk sea 
water but of the surface film which may be 
contaminated. If droplets arising from :he 
rupture of bubble films do not have the afore- 
mcntioncd properties they may play a dif- 
fcrcm role in the precipitation process than 
those arising from tnc jet mechanism. 

The production of bubbles by falling snow 
was found to be about 25 cm % sec l which, 
again assuming one airborne droplet per 
bursting bubble, gives a salt nuclei production 
rate of the same value. This is to be compared 
to the somewhat similar computed value of 
about 14 found for the nuclei production from 
bubbles produi cd by rain. The nuclei pro- 
duction by ram was estimated by carrying out 
the following steps, with each of the raindrop 
size distributions given by BLANC.HARD (1953) 
and Bnsr (1950) for ram intensities of 20.8 and 
25 mm hr ', respectively. Each distribution 
was divided nto a number of intervals 
(<250//) and the number of drops striking 
the sea cm 2 i.ec_1 was computed. Then by 
using Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 one could compute 
the production rate of airborne nuclei from 
(a); bubble produced directly by the drop, 
(b); impart 01 the drop and (c); bubbles pro- 
duced by the drops < 0.4 mm that were 
splashed oy the raindrops. It was found that the 
bubbles produced at impact were responsible 
for more than 80 percent of the total airborne 
nuclei and, even more surprising, Bianchard's 
ram distributi -n above (all drops ■< 2.2 mm) 
produced about as many bubbles as did Best's 
(drops as large as 5 mm). It appears that the 
greater numbrr of drops m-3 in the narrow 
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regions overlvtng the mean through whkh 
run cr snow had fallen The buiM up of air- 
borne nuclei m such -egions would be a 
function of thr wind shear befwren sea level 
and the precipitation source and the duration 
of the preupitation 

The question as to the production of 
bubbk. by the warming of the sea in the sum- 
mer months or by the mixing of two saturated 
water masses at different temperatures will, as 
mentioned e.rlier, have to await more observa- 
tions on the supersaturations of surface waters 
of the sea The existence Or supersaturations 
will depend, in tome degree, on the absence of 
bubble nuclei. In the absence of these nuclei, 
which are thought to be gas particles surround- 
ed by minute foreign materials in the water, 
the water may be highly supersaturated without 
the formation of bubbles (DEAN 1944). The 
idea was recently advanced (Fox and HtmrELD, 
(1954) than minute buboles in water, whuh 
arc prevented from going into solution by rhc 
stabilizing action of an organic skin, will act 
as cavitation nuclei. They envisaged that this 
organic skin, probably produced by the dis- 
integration of living organisms, acted as a 
mechanical barrier to the diffusion of gases. 
Upon cavitation the organic skin could be torn 
and bubble growth would follow. It seems 
probable that such bubble nuclei could exist 
in the oceans but their importance in bubble 
production in natural supcrsatuiated waters 
is unknown. 

From the calculations presented in Section 
3 it appears that supersaturations in the surficc 
layers of the sea can be produced by the small 
bubbles that are forced into solution by the 
increase in internal bubble pressure due to 
surface tension. Figure 9 indicates that super- 
saturation of at least 102 percent could occur 
if the bubbles arc < 300 // diameter. As the 
results (A Section 2 show that a majority of 
the bubbles produced by natural processes arc 
< .300 p, it is to be expected that a slight 
supcrsaturation of the surface waters would be 
Eroduced. In particular, as the majority of the 

ubbles produced by mowflakes are < ^0 /i 
diameter, it is expected that supersaturations 
of about 105 percent could be obtained. The 
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bubbling pfiHcw will ccrtiinly pnxliKC inper- 
Mtuntiom, as K^KF^TIAW and EMMU (1938) 
have rncaiurcd muoven supcriaturauoni of 102 
percent tn water tnat had been vigurouily 
shaken vsith air and let stand until the bubbles 
were no longer vmblc. 

If wr assunu that the mual saturation per- 
GOHMI it IIK: sea surface is from iuo to 102, 
then in cither case ail bubbles ■ 300 /J will 
tend to go into lolution and 3' rates, at least 
for the bubbles * about IOO//, tha.* are nearly 
the lame. The solution rates for the laiger 
bubbles, though sigmfkantly different for 100 
and 102 percent saturation, need not be con- 
sidered, for the rate of rise of these bubbles will 
bring them to the surface long before any ap- 
picciablc decrease in diameter has taken place. 
The small bubbles, with rates of rise of only a 
few tenths of a cm sec ', will require several 
hundred or only a few seconds to reach the 
surface depending on whether they rise from 
depths nf about a meter or a few cm, re- 
spectively. In the former case the bubble may 
f;o entirely into solution whdc in the Latter 
ittle change m size may be experienced. It 

appears then that the depth to which a small 
bubble is carried may be an important factor 
in controlling the final bubble size. This depth, 

in turn, will be a function of the stability of the 
surface layers of the sea and the mtcnsirv of the 
mixing prsM ess For rxamplc, wc would expect 
very httic downward mixing of bubbles pro- 
duced by snow falling into a fairly calm sea 
On the other hand, a guat it*! wf downward 
mixing of bubbles from snow 1$ to be expected 
m strong winds or when the surface wateii arc 
convctuvciy unsublc. 

It 1$ clear that many factors must be con- 
sidered in order to make broad gcncra'izations 
on the rale of nuclei production from naturally- 
produced breaking bubbles. Not only must 
we consider the various bubble producing 
meciumsms discussed m this paper, but wc 
also must take into account the stability change 
of the surface layers of the sea as it var es geo- 
graphically and svith the seasons. 
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